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iABSTRACT
This report describes a numerical study of the global distribution
of helium and argon in the terrestrial thermosphere. It is based on
the extension of a three-dimensional single-fluid numerical model
	 1
of the thermosphere previously developed by the authors to treat the
dynamics of a minor gas imbedded in a background gas made up of N2,
M	 O and O. Empirical models of the upper atmosphere, based on satellite2
drag and mass spectrometer data, are used to specify the background gas
density and temperature as functions of altitude, latitude and local time
for a given day of the year. Effects of solar activity, eddy diffusion
and exospheric transport on the global distribution of minor gases are	 I
investigated.
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INTRODUCTION
In addition to the gases N 2, 02, and O, which account for the
great majority of the thermospheric composition in the altitude range
between 90 and 500 km, there exist a multitude of trace gases of varying
importance. Of these, considerable attention has been given to the
chemically inert gases helium and argon. The interest in them arises
f1t
	
	 primarily from the fact that they may be considered to be trace gases
which have little influence on the dynamics of the ` t-.»per atmosphere asr..
a whole, but whose global distributions are very sensitive to global
a
variations of wind, density and temperature fields as well as toeddy
diffusion processes in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. The
present; report describes three-dimensional numerical computations
`
	
	 dealing with the global distributions of these minor constituents in the
thermosphere.
A winter-summer asymmetry in the thermospheric helium concen-
tration was first reported by Keating and Prior (1967, 1968), The earlier
observations reported by Reber and Nicolet (1965) were shown there to be
consistent with such a'wv- ter helium bulge, and further aspects of the
	 ;'	 l
phenomenon were described by Keating, Mullins and Prior (1970, 1971)
on the basis of analysis of the effects of atmospheric drag on the orbits
of the satellites Explorers 9, 19, 24 and. 39. Further measurements
of the global distribution of thermospheric helium have been reported by
Jacchia and Slowey (1968) from satellite drag data, by Shefov (1968) and
,r
1
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lTinsley (1968) using twlight observations of the helium 10830 A emission,
and by Reber et al. (1971), von Zahn et al (1973), Hedin et al. (1974),=
Newton et al. (1975), Keating et al. (1975) and Maue'rsberger et al. (197-6) 	 r
using mass spectrometer data from satellites. Finally, relevant data
from rocket-borne mass spectrometers have been reviewed by Kockarts
	 -
(1973,). Although the various measurements were made at different
altitudes, local times, times of the year and phases of the solar cycle,
the general feature of a winter helium enhancement is evident in all of
them.
Considerably less observational data exist for argon than for helium.
	
F
This is primarily because, with an atomic weight of 40 .AMU, argon has
such a short scale height in the thermosphere above the turbopause that
its concentration is too small to measure at satellite altitudes above
...300 km. Several rocket-borne mass spectrometers have detected
argon (Schaefer, 1969; von Zahn and Gross, 1969; Hickman and Nier,
1972), but no global coverage was available prior to the launch of the
ESRO-IV satellite in late 1972. Measurements reported by von Zahn
}	 et al. (1973) and von Zahn (1975) indicate that argon at 270 km altitude
is more abundant in the summer hemisphere than the winter, with a
summer/winter ratio of -10 there. They have pointed out that, although
more measurements-are required before a clear picture of the situation
will exist, this behavior maybe mainly due to argon's extreme sensitivity
to global variations in temperature (i.e., scale height); thus, argon's
r	 2
K
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distribution may be dependent on wind fields in the thermosphere less
than on global-scale temperature variations. Further mass-spectrometric
measurements of thermospheric argon near the earth's equatorial plane
were reported by Newton et al. (1975) on the basis of data taken by the
San Marco 3 satellite. Although no information concerning global 	 yr
I variations of argon could be obtained by this low-inclination satellite,'
argon was found to reach a maximum concentration at the equator in
the middle afternoon (-15-16LT) and to vary diurnally by a factor of
,3 at 280 km altitude. Furthermore, since the Ar maximum occurred
approximately coincidentally with that of N 2 , one may infer that the
determination of the ,Ar distribution is dominated by the temperature
distribution.
Reber and Nicolet (1965) suggested a seasonal variation in the turbo-
pause altitude as the explanation for the winter- summer asymmetry in thermos
pheric helium. They noted that Kockarts and Nicolet (1972) has shown that an
increase of 5 km in the turbopause altitude causes a factorof 2decrease in the
helium concentration above 200 kmfor afixed atmospheric temperature. Kockarts
(1972) pointed out that, if the helium concentrations determined from
the OGO-6 mass spectrometer data (Hedin et_al. , .1974) were to be
explained in this way, a factor of 50 variation in the eddy diffusion co-
efficient is needed. (This corresponds to a change in the turbopause
altitude of approximately 25 km). An alternative explanation was pro-
posed by Johnson and Gottleib (1970) on the basis of studies of the ther-
mospheric energy budget. The observed warmth of the winter polar
3
region was shown to require downward atmospheric motion there; such
a flow can be produced by upward motion in the summer hemisphere,
horizontal flow across the equator and downward flow in the winter
polar region. Associated with this circulation system would be a
build-up of helium at high winter latitudes. The horizontal portion of
this circulation pattern. is similar to that determined by Geisler (1967)
and subsequent investigators;_ and the recent three-dimensional model
studies of Straus et al. (1975a) and Dickinson et al. (1975) indicate that
the overall pattern of solstitial thermospheric motions described by
Johnson and Gottleib (1970) can be generated by EUV heating.
Reber and Hays (1973) studied the effects of global-scale wind
fields on the distribution of helium and argon. They treated the coupled
momentum and continuity equations for a minor gas diffusing through a
background gas whose vertical and horizontal velocities are parameterized
in a simplified manner. Disregarding local-time variations, they showed
that the latitudinal variations of helium concentration can' be understood t
using the mechanism suggested by Johnson and Gottleib (1970). Further-
more, they demonstrated_ the effects of e-xospheric transport and solar
	
r
activity on the helium distribution. The wind fields considered by Reber
and Hays (1973) were chosen on the basis of their simplicity and possible
resemblance to those which actually occur in the thermosphere. A more a
realistic approach to the problem was taken by Mayr and Volland (1973).
	 ;>
i They used a quasi-three -dimensional perturbation model of a two- component
thermosphere to study the diurnal variations of helium and atomic oxygen.
r'
b
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They showed that diffusion effects associated with global-scale wind 	 w
fields increase the amplitudes of the diurnal variations of these species
and advance the local times of their diurnal maxima with respect to the
major gas. Because the calculations applied to a single latitude, no
1
latitudinal or seasonal variations could be treated.
The purpose of this report is to describe numerical investigations
dealing with the dynamics of minor constituents in the thermosphere
using a three-dimensional model which is considerably more realistic
than those ,employed by previous = investigators. The numerical model
is an extension of a single -fluid model previously described by Creekmore
et al. ( 1975) and Straus et al. ( 1975a) to treat the dynamics of a minor
trace gas (such as He or A) in a background gas made up of N2, O Z and
^	
rr
O in the altitude range 90 - 500km. The background gas density, mean
molecular weight, and temperature are specified by empirical models
based on satellite drag (CIR.A, 1972) and/or mass spectrometer data
from satellites (vz. ESRO-IV and OGO-VI). In the case of the models
based on satellite -borne mass spectrometer data, a method of extending
the existing empirical models downward to the 90 km level is described
in the Appendix. The effects of exospheric transport, eddy diffusion and
3
solar activity on the global variations of minor gas concentrations are
discussed comparisons of the numerical results with observational data
are made.
U
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Mathematical Model
The bas-is of the mathematical model employed here lies in the
fact that the chemically inert minor constituents, He and Ar, have
negligible effects on the :dynamics and thermodynamics of the major i
constituents N2 , 02 and O.	 For this reason, the density, temperature 4	 ,
and wind fields of the major constituents may be determined once and
for all, and the minor gas distributions may be calculated separately }
in a manner which includes the effects of major gases. 	 In the com-
putations to be described here, the temperature and density fields of
the major gases have been taken from the empirical model of CIRA (1972)
in the altitude range- 90 to 500 km.	 Future studies will make use of the
OGO-VI model of Hedin et al. (1974) and the ESRO-IV model (Keating
et al., _1975) extended down to 90 km using the method described in the ;3
r
`	 Appendix.	 In addition to simplifying the problem by allowing us to dis
regard thermodynamics, the use of an empirically-determined gas
distribution is considered somewhat more realistic than that obtainable
at present from a solution of the coupled equations of mass, momentum
and energy conservation; as discussed at some length by Straus et al.
(1975 a., b) and Dickinson et al. (1975), the various energy inputs into
the thermosphere are not known to a degree necessary for quantitativelyI
accurate global modeling of thermospheric density and temperature. 	 The
background gas' is treated as a single gas whose density is the total of
the N2 , 02 and O densities and whose molecular weight is the mean
6
X
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molecular weight given by the empirical model.
The background , gas vertical and horizontal velocities are determined
from solutions of the equations of mass and horizontal momentum con-
	 -
servation in a coordinate system rotating with the earth. Under steady-
	 >^
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state conditions as viewed from the sun, the coordinates are r, the
distance from the center of the earth, @, the colatitude, and
	 the local
time, and the equations are
a
x	 QOP /ao) + p • (P V) = 0	 (1)
Q(av /ao) + v • pv + 2 Q x v	 (2)
o%d
( 1 /p) vp + ( µ/P) 02 ,v„ - vni (v - ,vri)
{
where R is the angular velocity of the earth, p is the total background`
gas mass density, v is the background gas velocity, g is the acceleration
due to gravity, p is the background gas pressure, µ is its viscosity, vni
I
is the neutral -ion-collision frequency, and vvi is the ion velocity. The
-	 is taken to be	 •y µ
	
µ= 4. 5 x 10 -4 (T / 103)0 ?1-viscosit
	 (Dalgarno{
and Smith, ,,1962), where T is the neutral temperature. Following Chapman
(1956), we take vni = 2.6 x 10 -9 M 1Z, 	 ni, where M is the background gas
mean molecular weight ( AMU); the ion number density n i is taken from
the empirical ionospheric model of Ching and Chiu (1973). Assuming the
absence of electric fields, the ion velocity is taken to be v. = (v • b) b
where b is the unit vector in the direction of the earth's magnetic field 	 r
r
a
(assumed to be a centered dipole aligned with the earth's rotation
axis). The momentum conservation equation (2) is solved in the
altitude range 90-500 km using the spectral method described by
I Creek-more et al. (1975). In short, it involves the expansion of each
j	 dependent variable in a series of orthonormal functions which are
	 +G
periodic in 8 and 0 and satisfy prescribed boundary conditions for
that variable at 90 and 500 km, The (g, 0) variations are described by
j	 scalar and vector spherical harmonics of order n = 0, 1, 2 and the
!	 radial variations are described by polynomials. After substitution of
these expansions into the appropriate differential equations and pro-
jecting with each of the appropriate expansion functions, the solution
of the steady-state problem involves the solution of a coupled set of
nonlinear algebraic equations. This is accomplished through the use
^	 of r't...,i
	
	 _hc method of Marquardt (1963). In the case of equation (2), only
the horizontal velocity components of v are to be determined, since all
of the other parameters are specified and the vertical velocity (which is
to be calculated from , e-quation (1)) has little effect on the horizontal
velocity field v l At the lower boundary, we assume that v vanishes
with respect to the rotating earth, and at the upper boundary, we assume
that the effects of viscosity are so important the radial derivative of v
_	
l
vanishes.
-Once v is determined, the vertical velocityw can be calculated b
...: 	 y
integrating equation (1) in'-the form
(1/r2) 3(r2	
0)
 = -(1/r sin 0) a(Pve sin 0)/ae
	 (3)
(1/r sin 0) 6(P v0)/ao nbp/a¢
8
w'
downward from the 500 km level.
	
In order to take into account the
.L
effects of exospheric flow, the following boundary condition is imposed
on the vertical flux at 500 km (Hodges and Johnson, 1968):
(nw) 1 500 = (1 + 4/e o) (kn/g) a (nT/m)/ao	 (4)
- (1 +8.4/e ) (k2/g2) v (n(v> TZ/m2).o	 l ,
Y
Here n = p/m, where m is the background gas mean molecular weight,
co is the ratio of the radial distance to the 500 km -level to the average i
atmospheric scale height (kT/mg) there, k is Boltzmann's constant,
p2 is the horizontal Laplacian operator, and <v>= (ZkT/m)2. 	 Thus,
the vertical velocity determined in this way includes the effects of the
divergence of the horizontal wind field, the so-called "breathing' motion
of the atmosphere due to diurnal variations in the density, and lateral
transport in the exosphere.
Once the characteristics of the background gas are determined, the
global distribution of the minor constituents may be calculated in the
following manner. 	 We assume that the minor gas temperature is equal
to that of the background gas. 	 Furthermore, we assume that collisions
between the thermospheric constituents dominate the horizontal momentum - a
balance of the minor constituents to such an extent that the minor con-
stituents have the same horizontal velocity as the background gas; Mayr
i
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and Volland ( 1973) have shown that this assumption is appropriate.
Thus, the determination of the minor gas distribution reduces to the
simultaneous solution of the coupled equations of mass and vertical
momentum conservation
r00p i /Bo) + 7 ( p i ,V-)	 0	 (s)
	 l
a(.tnp j)/ar + (Dm.^  + Km ) g (D+K) k T)	 ( 6 )
+ (w. w) /(D+ K) + (1 + a.) a (InT) Zr 0	 -
^	 ^	 g
Here, the subscripted variables refer to the minor gas, and the un-
subscripted variables refer to the background gas. The eddy diffusivity
is denoted K, the coefficient of thermal diffusion is a j
 (cry _ -0. 38 for
He and zero for other minor constituents), and we take v = v , as noted
s
above. Finally, the molecular diffusion coefficient is taken to be (Kockarts, 	 3
1972);
D = 1. 5 x 10 18 (- 1 + 1 1/2 T1 /2 /n (cm 2/sec)
J
where M.i and M are the minor constituent mass and the background gas
mean molecular weight in atomic mass units. The features of equation
(6) have been discussed in considerable detail by Kockarts (1972). In the
upper thermosphere, where D > K, ar 0 and D ' is very large, it reduces
to the familiar equation for hydrostatic equilibrium ( alnp j / dr)	 mfg/kT.
However, in the lower thermosphere, these conditions do not hold, and
10
i
the effects of vertical diffusion (represented by the term involving
w w) and eddy mixing (represented by the eddy diffusion coefficient
K) tend to cause departures from hydrostatic equilibrium.
These equations are solved simultaneously in the altitude range
90 to 500 km using the spectral method. The minor gas density at
90 km is taken to be fixed and equal to that given by the CIRA (1972)
model: In p He '33.45 (i.e. nHe 4. 42 x 10 8 c m 3 ) and In P A = -23.82
G. e. nA = 6.72 x 10
11
 cm3
 ). At 500 km altitude, the vertical flux of
the minor gas is specified by the requirement that flow in the exosphere
conserves mass (i.e., there is no escape flux to infinity). Thus the
equivalent of equation (4) is used to specify the vertical velocity of
the minor constituent at 500 km. This condition may be written
P i W -) 1 500	 (7)
since only properties of the atmosphere at 500 km are involved in the
flux condition. This condition is satisfied by writing
W. W + f	 /Pi
where w^.
i 
is expanded as a product of spherical harmonics and vertical
polynomials which vanish at 500 km.
1f
THE MOTION OF THE BACKGROUND GAS
The motion of the background gas, when its density and temperature	
I
are fixed equal to that given by the empirical model CIRA (1972) has
	 ?
been studied by a number of investigators. (For recent discussion,
see Blum, and Harris, 1975 a, b, and Creekmore et al. 1975.) Above
an isopycnic level near 113 km, the motion is generally directed from
	 j
the pressure maximum at about 1430 hr. 'local time at the subsolar
latitude towards the pressure minimum diametrically opposite. It
flows over the poles and around the earth with a speed which generally
increases with altitude to values on the order of 100-200 m/sec in the
upper thermosphere. In the lower thermosphere (below the isopycnic
I	 level) , the pressure gradients in the CIRA model are reversed, and
the flow is directed in the opposite sense. The diurnal variation of
the ion density leads to larger wind speeds at night than during the day,
and the Coriolis force affects the flow at middle and high latitudes,
i
especially at night, where ion drag effects are relatively unimportant.
Figures 1 and 2 show the horizontal wind fields at several altitudes
for values of the solar 10.7 cm flux F	 of 140 and 70-x 10 -22 w/m210.7
Hz (Zurich Sunspot number of —90 and —0, respectively). The general
features of the flows in the two cases are quite similar, - as is to be
expected; the wind speeds are somewhat different, primarily because
of differences in the ion dens-ity distributions and the size of the driving
pressure gradients.
4
y
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l
order to satisfy the conservation of mass condition, verticalIn	
^
r
motions are induced in the thermosphere. As noted earlier, this
vertical motion is produced by the divergence of the horizontal motion,
by the diurnal rising and falling of isobaric surfaces and by the require-
ments of exospheric transport. The last of these effects dominates near
the 500 km level, but the other two play increasingly important rolesy
_	 u
with decreasing altitude. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the global variations,.	 ;
of w at several altitudes for values of F10.7 of 140 and 70 x 10'
22
 w/m2
Hz. In conjunction with the horizontal motion, the vertical motion is
generally upwards at high latitudes in the summer hemisphere and
downwards in the winter hemisphere. Flow velocities increase from
a few cm/sec at 95 km altitude to several m/sec in the upper thermosphere.
	
a
At all altitudes, the maximum upwards velocity occurs during the middle
of the day (-9LT to 14LT), and the maximum downward velocity occurs
r
during the middle of the night. 	 -
r,
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THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF HELIUM 3
E
If -neither the background gas nor helium were to undergo
vertical motion, the vertical helium density distribution at a given
point in latitude and local time would be given by the hydrostatic
relation:
w
d.Znp He /dr = -(1 + «He)dInT /dr 	(8) k
-(DHemHe+ Km) g/((DHe+K) kT)
Under these conditions and assuming 'a constant value for the eddy
diffusion coefficient K, the large value of the helium scale height HHe -
kT/rn g leads to the fact that, at a given altitude, the helium density
t
is fairly insensitive to global temperature variations.	 For example,
at 500 km altitude, the CIRA (1972) model indicates a variation in the
helium density of a factor of 1.29 for a variation of the exospheric
temperature from 1000°K to 1400°K. 	 Furthermore, the density
- y
maximum occurs at the subsolar point. 	 The failure of equation (8) 1
li	 in predicting both the magnitude and location of the winter helium bulge
suggests the importance of vertical diffusion. }
In order to determine the effects of vertical diffusion on the global
helium distribution, the coupled equations of mass and vertical momentum
conservation for helium, equations 5 and 6, must be solved simultaneously,
the temperature, horizontal velocity and vertical velocity of the background
15
_ s
gas being 'specified.	 These equations, have been solved over ai
i	 representative range of values of the (globally constant) eddy diffusion
coefficient K and 10. 7 cm solar flux F10 , 7 in the manner described
previously. r
_ AMY
Prior to presenting results of all of these calculations, Figure 5
demonstrates the considerable effects of vertical diffusion on the :.
vertical distribution of helium in the thermosphere.
	 This figure shows
i
a comparison between the results of the solution of the hydrostatic
equation (8) and that; of the dynamic equations (5) and (6) for F 10. 7
140 w/m2 Hz, K = 107 cm2 /sec, Kp = 3.	 In contrast with the hydrostatic
4
solution, in which there is little global helium variation at a fixed
alt tude, the dynamic solution indicates a global variation of about one
4	 order of magnitude at 500 km, with the maximum occurring in middle
latitudes in the winter hemisphere and the minimum at the summer pole. 1
In addition, it is important to note, that the large global variation; is i
produced at fairly low altitudes; the great majority of the departure from a
hydrostatic equilibrium occurs below —200 km, and hydrostatic equilibrium
prevails in the upper thermosphere. 	 This is due to 'the rapid increase
in molecular diffusivity D with altitude, 'which diminishes the effect
of vertical diffusion in the upper thermosphere.
	
The mechanism in-
volved in this large effect has been discussed by Johnson and Gottleib
(1970), Reber and Hays (1973) and Mayr and Volland (1973): the large-
scale motion imposed on helium by the motion of the background gas
-	 16
f;
lead to its depletion in the summer hemisphere and build-up in the
winter hemisphere.
The effects of exospheric transport, although not displayed here,
are considerable. 	 In order to evaluate its affect, a calculation which r -^
differed from that used to derive Figure 5 only in the treatment of the
vertical fluic at 500 km was carried out. 	 In this calculation, the flux
was taken to vanish everyw ,are on the 500 km spherical surface.
	 The
{'ratio of global maximum to minimum helium density at 500 km in this
E
calculation was 'found to be 21, in excess by a factor of —2 with respect
to that obtained 'whenproper.account of exospheric transport was taken.
Figures 6-9 'show representative contour plots of the logarithm a
a
base 10 of the calculated helium. mass density at selected altt(	
- )	 y	 alti udes as A
a function of latitude and local time for several combinations of values
'	 of F1 0.7 and K under June solstice conditions,	 'At the lowest altitudes,
._-
t
the global He variation is dependent on the (constant) boundary conditions
used, and so the significance of the results there should not be over-
estimated.	 However, the results in the middle and upper thermosphere
indicate that a notable winter helium bulge occurs for all choices of
_
3
a
values of F10.7- and K.	 The global maximum He density at a fixed
altitude occurs at middle-to-high winter latitudes, and the minimum
occurs at high summer latitudes. 	 The local time of maximum He
density at a given altitude is ... 6 - 10 LT, dependent on altitude, the
maximum occurring somewhat later with increasing altitude. 	 These
17
rresults! are in excellent agreement with the observational data taken
by the OGO-VI mass spectrometer (Hedin et al., 1974) and the ESRO
IV gas analyzes (Keating et al., 1975).
The general effect 	 of variations of K is evident from comparisony
of Figures 6 and 7,, both of which -represent calculations with
F	 = 140 w/m2Hz, but with values of K = 3 x 106 cm210.7	 /sec_ _.
(Fig, ' 6) and 6 x	 610	 cm 2 /sec (Fig.	 7); these values of K
correspond to turbopause altitudes, (where K = D) of
106 km 'and-110 kmrespectively. At middle and high altitudes,
the results of these calculations are very similar in their global 1
distributions of He.	 To a large extent, the only difference lies in the
shift of He density by a factor of ..,2, the values corresponding to
6	 2K = 3 x 10	 cm./sec being higher.	 This-is due to the effects of eddy
diffusion in the lower thermosphere: the higher the value of K, the
higher in altitude do the effects of 'turbulence tend to mix the atmosphere.
Thus, for high values of K, the He density decreases with altitude with
the scale height of the mixed gas (whose molecular weight is ... 29),
rather than with its own scale height (which'is a factor of , 7 larger
than that of the mixed gas).	 Thus, the He density in the thermosphere
decreases (at a given altitude) with increasing K. ; Other than this shift, r
the global distribution of He in the two cases is quite similar; for example,
at 490 km altitude, the ratio of global maximum to global minimum He
density is x•7.2 for K = 3 x 106 cm2/sec and —8.4 for K = 6 x 10 6 cm2 /sec.
j
18
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(It is 9. 6 for K = 10 7 cm 2/sec..) These results indicate a relatively
weak effect of variation in the (constant) value of K on the magnitude
of the winter helium bulge.
The effect of variation in the value of F 	 is considerably10.7
-^ x
r
larger than that due to variation in K. .Figures 8 and 9 show results
of calculations with K =1 10 7 cm /sec, F	 = 100 and 70 x 10 22 w/m210.7
Hz, respectively.	 Once again, little significance should be placed on i
the results at the 95 km altitude, but comparison of corresponding
figures at higher altitudes shows that the ratio of global maximum to _.
minimum helium densities increases strongly with decreasing F10. 7'
For more detailed comparison, Table 1 gives the value of this ratio
at selected altitudes for K = 10 7 cm2/sec, F 1 '0.7 = 140, 100 and
70 x 10 -22 w/m2 Hz.	 The decrease of the ratio at all altitudes with
inc,.teasing_ F10.'7 is clear. 	 The decrease of the ratio with F 10. 7 is
due to the fact that exospheric transport (which tends to smooth out
large global variations of the helium density distribution) increases
strongly with exospheric temperature, and thus with F.Also10. 7' r
notable is the fact that (for a given set of values of F 	 and K) the10.7
ratio reaches a maximum at ...250-300 km altitude and then decreases
to a fairly constant value above 400 km.
I
f	
^
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ITable 1: Ratios of helium densities (K = 10 7 cm2/sec)
altitude	
10. 7 -
	
10.7	 10.7 - F lo. 	 F	 100	 F	 70
120	 1.8	 2.8	 4. 5
150	 6.7	 10.9	 19. 1
205	 14.0	 23.4	 41.61
265
	
14.6	 25. 0,	 46.1
320	 11.0	 !	 20.3	 37.5
380	 9.4	 17.4	 33.3
430	 9.7	 17.9	 35.0
470	 9.7	 18.0	 _35.6
490	 9.7	 17.8	 35.3
Figure 10 gives a comparison of the results of our model calculations
with mass-spectrometer data reported by several investigators. The
values marked "model" are the calculated ratios at the altitudes at
`	 which the _experimental results were reported. The agreement is
reasonably good, the slope of the curve between the model values
being somewhat larger than that indicated by the data The comparability
of the model and experimental results may not be exact, however, because
the ratios plotted for the experimental data represent the ratio as observed,
which may not be a truly global ratio because of orbital considerations.
Comparison with observational data may also be made with the
data from the mass spectrometer carried by the low-inclination San Marco 3
20
satellite.	 Newton et al. (1975) report that the diurnal maximum He
density in the 220-280 km altitude range at the equator occurs at
7. 5 hrs. local time. I This is in excellent agreement with the
results of our model calculations. 	 Furthermore, they report that
the ratio of daily maximum to minimum He density at the equation is
'•:1.7-1. 8.	 This is slightly in excess of the value of 1. 55-1.65
(dependent on F	 and K) derived from the present numerical10.7
calculations.
Finally, Keating et al. (1973) have reported a'north-south asymmetry
in the global helium distribution._ _On- the -basis of atmospheric drag data
t"
from the Explorers 9, 19, 24 and 39 ,satellites, they found that helium
concentrations in local summer at high latitudes a-re more than 50% A j
lower in the southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere;
furthermore, the increase in helium concentrations from summer to
winter was found to be ' 8016 greater in the southern hemisphere than
in the winter hemisphere.	 If the global helium distribution is determined
primarily by global circulation, this effect should be caused by outflow
from the southern hemisphere in December that is larger than the
corresponding outflow from the northern hemisphere in June.
	 In
order to evaluate this mechanism, we carried out computations at -
December solstice, to be compared with those previously described
a
for June.	 Using the CIRA (1972) model to specify the background gas
density and temperature distributions, we found a negligible difference'
in the global circulation pattern between June and December solstice
r
i.
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other than, of course, the fact that the flow is in opposite directions. Thus,
no north-south asymmetry of He can be explained in the present calculations.
	
N
t.
This negative result is not surprising, since the CIR.A (1972) 'model has
no north- south asymmetry, and only a very slight asymmetry in the wind
t;
field can be generated (through the effect of ion drag) by the small asymmetries
present in the ion density model used here. However, more accurate models
of upper-atmospheric density, such as newer models based on mass- spect-
rometer data;, do show some north- south asymmetry, which may be expected
to drive an asymmetry in the winter helium bulge. Investigation of the effects
of this asymmetry will be a subject of future work.
s'
r X
1
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-THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF ARGON
If neither the background gas nor argon were to undergo vertical
motion, the vertical argon density distribution at a given point in
latitude and local time would be given by the hydrostatic relations
d.Zn P A/ dr = d.ZnT/ dr - (DAmA + Km)g/((DA + K) kT).	 (9)
Under these conditions, and assuming a constant value for the eddy
diffusion coefficient K, the small value of the argon scale height causes
the argon density at a given altitude to be extremely sensitive to global
temperature variations. For example, at 250 -km altitude, the CIRA
r I	 (1972) model indicates a variation in the argon density by a factor of
:
	
	 . 5 .2 for a variation in exospheric temperature from 8000  to 1000°K,
	 -
the maximum density occurring at the location of maximum exosph4ric
r temperature. At 400 km altitude, this variation has increased to a
_factor of X45. Thus, as von Zahn (1975) has pointed out, the observed
`	 global variation of argon may be explained to a large extent on the basis
f
of temperature (scale height) variations alone.
The extreme sensitivity of the argon distribution to temperature
variations implies that, in order to treat the argon distribution
quantitatively, including the effect's of vertical diffusion, one must have
an accurate model of thermospheric temperatures, especially in the
lower thermosphere. Since such a model does not exist because of the
^I
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unavailability of data at altitudes below ^- 200 km, only a semi-
quantitative study of argon can be carried out. Figure 11 indicates
the magnitude of the effects of vertical diffusion on the vertical dis-
tribution of thermospheric argon. This figure shows a comparison
between the results of the solution of the hydrostatic equation (9) and
that of the dynamic equations (5) and (6) for F10.7 = 100 x 10" 22 w/m2 Hz,
4 :a
K = 10 7 cm2 /sec, X  3. The dynamic solution indicates that vertical
diffusion below — 200 km can cause departures from hydrostatic equilibrium
in the vertical argon distribution, but that hydrostatic equilibriumprevails
above that altitude. Thus, the vertical distribution of argon density could
be used to infer thermospheric temperatures above — 250 km altitude,
but departures from hydrostatic equilibrium preclude such an analysis i.
below that altitude.
F. Figure 11 shows representative contour plots of the logarithm
(base 10) of the calculated argon mass density at selected altitudes i
as a function of latitude and local time for F10. T = 100 x 10- 22 w/m2
 Hz,
K = 10 7 cm2 /sec under June solstice conditions. As in the case of
helium, little emphasis should be placed on the results at 95 km, but
at higher altitudes, a definite pattern appears: the argon density is
maximal at 14-16 LT at the summer pole and minimal at low southern
(winter) latitudes at— 4 LT. The-ratio of maximum to minimum global
argon density increases from 5,.5 at 155 km to 85 at 265 km (and
increases further_ at higher altitu 	 ). This variation is somewhatdes
stronger than that explainable on the basis of hydrostatic equilibrium
and indicates that global circulation may be able to reinforce the
i
effect due to temperature variation. Furthermore, the fact that the
maximum occurs at the summer, pole, and not at the subsolar latitude,
24
where the temperature is maximum demonstrates the effects of
global winds on the argon distribution.
Comparison with the data reported by Newton et al. (1975) from
the San Marco 3 mass spectrometer can be made for equatorial
latitudes. Our model calculations indicate that the local times of
'	 maximum and minimum argon density at a fixed altitude are well-
predicted by the model, but that the calculated diurnal variation of
about one order of magnitude at 280 km altitude is somewhat larger
than that observed. Such a discrepancy is probably due to inaccurate
determination of the vertical diffusion velocity of argon in the lower
thermosphere due to the inadequacy of the
	
model there. )y
a )
	
	
In order to investigate the effects of exospheric transport on
the argon distribution, a calculation identical to the one described
Y
above was carried out with the argon flux at the 500 km altitude
arbitrarily set to zero. The difference between the results obtained
and those-described above was found to be negligible, indicating the
unimportance of exospheric transport in determining the global argon
distribution. This result was also found by-Reber and Hays (1973) and
is attributed to the large atomic mass of argon, which causes argon to
have a relatively small exospheric flux. Furthermore., since its scale
height is small, any effect of exospheric flow vanishes far above the
region in which vertical diffusion can affect its vertical distribution
(i.e. below , 200 km),
i
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SUMMARY
In this report, we have described numerical calculations dealing
with dynamical effects on the global distribution of the thermospheric
minor constituents helium and argon. The CIRA (1972) empirical
model of the upper atmosphere has been used to specify the temperature,
density and mean molecular weight of a background gas made up of
N2 ,	 m02 and O. The conservation of momentu equations are solved
to determine the horizontal and vertical velocities of the background
gas. The temperature and horizontal velocity of the minor constituents
are assumed to be equal to those of the background gas, and the equations
of conservation of mass and vertical momentum are solved to determine
z
the minor gas vertical velocity and density. The . effects of solar activity,
eddy diffusion and exospheric transport on the global distributions of
minor constituents are treated.	 x.
It has been shown that the qualitative features of the observed
global distribution. of helium can be understood as being primarily 	 4
-	
	 P	 Y due
to the effects of global-scale winds that blow from the summer hemisphere
to the winter hemisphere. The computed helium distribution shows a
;.;
strong winter helium bulge whose amplitude increases with decreasing
solar activity (for fixed eddy diffusivity) and with increasing eddy
diffusivity (for fixec`i solar activity). Major departures from diffusive
equilibrium occur below about 200 km altitude, where the molecular
diffusivity is still small enough that diffusion velocities are important.
27
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Quantitative comparison of the results of the calculations with
observational data indicates that there are some discrepancies, but
that the major observed features are reproduced. Inadequacies in
the lower thermosphere of the empirical model of the background gas
probably cause the majority of the discrepancies.
_
	
	 In the case of argon, the situation is somewhat different. The
argon distribution is less sensitive to thermospheric wind fields than
it is to global temperature distributions which cause its scale height
to vary. Thus, the computed argon distribution is extremely dependent
on the empirical model of thermospheric temperature. In spite of this
difficulty, the general features of the observed global argon distribution
	 3
are reproduced by the numerical model.
All of the calculations described here made use of the CIRA 1972
model for specification of the global distribution of the background gas.
Models based cal satellite -borne mass spectrometer data will be used
`
	
	
in the future to provide this input. (A method for extending these models
down to the 90 km level is discussed in the Appendix of this report.) -
Because of the sensitivity of the distribution of minor constituents to
the properties of the background gas, comparison of the results of --
calculations using the various empirical models will be of interest.	 z
Finally, it is of note that no treatment of the effects of globally
	
fr
varying eddy diffusivity has been carried out in the work described here.
As noted earlier, this possible variation can have considerable effect on	 {
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APPENDIX
Extrapola: on of the OGQ-VI Atmospheric Model
Jacchia-type Temperature Profiles
i
M
The OGO-VI empirical model of atmospheric temperature and
composition (Hedin et al., 1974) has been modified so as to extend
i down to 90 km altitude and to include 02 . These revisions allow this
model to be used to specify background gas quantities required in the
study of minor constituents in the thermosphere. To provide a better
perspective of the discussion to follow, it is instructive to review
k.	 briefly the OGO-VI model and also the CIR.A (1972) model, as the
method of extrapolation was patterned after the latter model.E
I
	
	
The OGO-VI model is based on mass spectrometer observations
of the behavior of the atmospheric constituents NO and He at altitudes2'
above — 400 km. The quantities specified by the model are the con- r
centrations of the aforementioned species and the exospheric temperature
T om: The exospheric temperature is inferred from the behavior of the
N2 density assuming certain boundary conditions on N2 and T, and a
certain functional dependence of T on altitude z. The exospheric' -
temperature given by the model is thus only a "virtual" temperature,
r but comparisons with incoherent scatter observations indicate that
the model temperature is consistent with the data, at least at the
location of Millstone Hill. Assuming a_Bates (1959) temperature
t
profile, Hedin et al. (1974) extrapolated their high altitude data down
_ 35
to 120 km, where they assumed that both N2 and T were fixed. He
and O were not constrained to be constant at the lower boundary, but
were allowed to vary spatially and temporally_in order to reproduce
the observed high altitude behavior.
The CIRA (1972) is based primarily on satellite drag measure-
ments of total density. The data base for this model covers a greater
range in altitude and real time than that of the OGO•-b model. 	 However,
data from low-altitudes (< 250 km) and high latitudes are very sparce.
In contrast to the OGO-VI model, CIRA starts at 90 km, where all
atmospheric variables are held constant. 	 Assuming certain boundary
values and the height dependence for the temperature, Jacchia empirically 1
deduced the exospheric temperature required to reproduce the observed
total density.	 As in the OGO-VI model, the CIRA temperature is also a
virtual quantity.	 The temperatures of the two models are similar on
average; however, there are significant seasonal-latitudinal differences.
We shall describe a method of extrapolating the high altitude OGO-VI i
observations downwards to obtain a plausible (though not necessarily
"correct") low altitude model without imposing constant conditions at
120 km.
'	 - First, we obtain the OGO_-VI model values of the concentrations
of N2, He and O at 450 km and the exospheric temperature. 	 These
quantities are functions of ;space and time, being dependent on latitude,
local time, day of the year, and indices of solar and geomagnetic
activity.	 The OGO-VI exospheric temperature field T m
 is accepted j
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4a priori (even though it is an inferred parameter, dependent on a
number of assumptions) and is ,
 used to derive,the vertical temperature
distribution as formulated in CIRA (1972).
Once the temperature profile is .established, the vertical dis-
tributions of N2 0 He and O can be computed in the region of diffusive
equilibrium, which is assumed to begin at 100 km altitude;
z M.g
	
In n(i) 
+ ( 1 + (Yi) In T = - I
	 'TT
dz	 (Al)
n (i)	 T	 Z
where the asterisk ("'9 denotes quantities at 450 km as prescribed by the
OGO-VI model, and oe i = -0. 38 for He and cx i = 0 for N2 and O.
Once n(N2) is obtained (from eq. Al), n(0 2) is determined using
(µ-1)`
	
	
n(02) n(N2) R^ n(N2)T	 (A2)
n c( N2) T,
I
where primed quantities are evaluated at z! - 150 km, R' is the 02/N2
ratio at z' (assumed to be 0. 1) and µ = m(0 2 )/m(N2) = 32/28.
The number densities and hence the mean molecular mass M of
^kk 	 the atmosphere are now established above a height of 100 km. The
I
concentrations below 100 km depend on the value of M at 100 km. Since
there is little reliable data on the lower thermospheric composition, we
1
assume simply that M increases linearly from its 100 km value to a
constant value of 28.83 at the lower boundary of 90 km. The total
i
4^4•
W
i
i
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pressure p in the mixing region is given by
z
In ( P ) -f R dzP O 	
z
0
where po = po R To/Mo
Here, R is the universal gas constant, and p o, Ta, and M  are assumed
constant and equal to values prescribed in the CIRA model, namely
T = 183 0 0
_M = 28.83o
P
o = 3. 46 x 10 -9 gm/cm3
i
The concentrations follow immediately:; a
n(N2) = fl
 PN
r
n(O2 ) = N CO (1 + f2 ) -1 ]
n(0) =2N(1'- ^)
r
n(He) _ f3 p N
r_
where
	
N p / kT	 (k = Boltzmann constant)
g
p = M/M
	 (M = mean mass at sea level,s	 s
= 28. 96)
,r
,_	 X
(A3)
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4fl = 0. 78110
f2 = 0.20955
f3 = 6.147 x 10-6
The constants f  are sea level fractions (by volume) of the
various species.
It is perhaps of greatest interest to examine details of the model
I
at low thermospheric altitudes, where observational data are scarce
r
and where much reliance must be placed on predictive models. To
avoid confusion with the original OGO-VI model, we shall refer to the
newly extrapolated model as JACOGO, in recognition of the fact that 	 {
it combines features--
	
	
of both the CIRA model as formulated by Jacchia
and the OGO-VI model.
In the middle andupper thermosphere (above about 250 or 300 km)
4
the OGO- 'VI and JACOGO models are very similar, which is to be expected
,
since the temperature at these altitudes is near its thermopause value
G. e. the exospheric temperature, which is identical for both models).
In the lower thermosphere differences will arise because of the different
lower boundary conditions and vertical temperature profiles. Figure 13
illustrates the differences between the Bates temperature profile (used
in OGO- VI) and the Jacchia temperature profile used in JACOGO for
two values of the exospheric temperature, 1000 and 1300 °Y. Under
a
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	T r
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average solar and geomagnetic conditions (F 10.7 = 150, Kp = 1) these
temperatures would approximate the diurnal range at low latitudes
during equinox. Under solstice conditions, the diurnal range is
somewhat larger, about 800 to 1300 0K.
The global distribution of atomic oxygen at 120 km from JACOGO
is shown in Figs. 14a and 14b for the June solstice and September
equinox, respectively. The distributions are very similar to those
presented by Hedin et al. (1974) despite the use of different temperature
profiles and boundary 'conditions. That is:, the O density at equinox is
largest near the equator, but during the solstice is largest at high winter
latitudes. The ratios of the global maximum to minimum O density are
roughly the same for the two models: —2 during equinox and ---4 during
solstice. The major difference between the models concerns the magnitude
of the O density: the global average (i, e. latitude and local time average)
from JACOGO is —257o greater than that from OGO-VI during the September
)
equinox. It is interesting to note that the global average predicted by	 )
JACOGO is approximately half-way between the values predicted by CIRA
and OGO - VI.
	 1
The global distributions of N2 at 120 km from JACOGO are shown
in Figs. 15a and15b for the September equinox and June solstice. The
predicted N2 density is found to vary globally by a factor of 1. 6 to 2. 0
during equinox and solstice, respectively. In the original OGO-VI model,
N2 is assumed to be constant at 120 km; in the CIRA model N 2 varies
globally but by only about 10% or less. The N2 distributions shown in
40
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Figs. 15a and 15b have some unexpected properties. First, in the
equinoctial case the local-time averaged density increases nearly
monotonically with latitude in going from south to north. Intuitively,
one would expect symmetry about the equator and maximum densities
at the equator. (The O distribution in Fig. 14b also exhibits an asym-
metry in that the north polar densities exceed those in the south by
about 4070.) Now, since the exospheric temperature distribution is
essentially symmetrical and constant boundary conditions are assumed
at 90 km, these asymmetrical properties must originate from similar
asymmetries in the 450-km concentrations of the OGO-VI model.
Another unusual property of the N 2 distribution, which maybe seen
in Fig, 15a, is that during solstice the majorglobal maximum and
minimum are located at mid-to-high winter latitudes. This behavior
is not strictly like the O distribution, in which the maximum and min-
imum are in opposite hemispheres. Now, since low altitude observations
indicate that winter densities are higher than summer densities (e. g, 	 a
Groves, 1972), it is tempting to speculate that the N 2 dist-ibution in
Fig. 15a is .consistent with such data. Calculated contours for other
days of the year indicate, however, that the extrapolated 120-km behavior
is not strictly seasonal (annual), but contains subannual harmonic corn-
ponents not seen in the data of Groves.. The JACOGO variations at 120 km
are also different from those of CIRA, even though the two models are 	 7
identical at 90 km. It must be concluded, therefore, that the detailed
behavior of the lower atmosphere, as predicted by the JACOGO model,
a
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is induced artificially by the particular combination of features of
the OGO-VI and-CIRA models, and thus the results should not be con-
strued as reflecting actual conditions.
It is important to, note that, insofar as the present applications
are concerned, the small scale features shown in Figs. 14 and 15 are
not resolved by our numerical model but are smoothed out. The global
average JACOGO density agrees with that of CIRA to within 7 0/b. A
number of ;comparisons of low altitude density measurements have
indicated tI	 hat the CLRA model density is correct to within 10% or
2016 on average. On the other hand, the OGO-VI model at 143 km has
been found to underestimate the density by a factor of 1.7 (Rugge and
Ching, 1975). w
I 	
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a
m
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ADDENDUM
The calculations described in the main body of this report make
use of the CIRA.'(1972) model for specifying the background gas tempera
I	 r
ture and density distributions. The calculations were carried out in the
altitude range 90- 500 km and were applicable for values of the solar
10.7 cm flux in the range 70 to 140 x 10 -22 'w /m 2 Hz. The results of
these .computations were compared with helium distributions as measured
	 rr
by the satellites Oro-6, ESRO-4 and AE-C. Since the completion of this
	 r
report, some further calculations have been carried out. The purpose of
	
k
this addendum is to describe briefly the motivation and results of this
work.
The emphasis in the calculations to be described here is placed
on the use of the OGO-6 model for specifying the background gas density
I	 a
and temperature. Since the helium density is an integral part of the
OGO-6 model, the results of the theoretical calculations under specific
solar/geophysical conditions can be compared directly with the He density
given in the OGO-6 model. In contrast with the CIRA. (1972) model, the
OGO-6 model extends downwards from 450 km (where the data were taker,)
to the 120 km level. Since this lowest altitude is above-the turbopause
(which is to be found at 105-110 km), no effects on the He density -Of
different (constant) values_ of the eddy diffusivity are to be expected. On
	
^`-`!
the other hand, as will be seen shortly, this position of the lower boundary,
coupled with the homogeneous boundary conditions of the theoretical -nodel,
leads to relatively unrealistic ` results.
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The calculations were carried out in exactly the same manner as that
described previously, except that the lower boundary was raised to 120 km.
As in the eariler results, a substantial winter enhancement of helium was
predicted at all altitudes. At a given altitude, the "bulge ratio, " the ratio of
C;	 global maximum to global minimum He density,increases with increasing
F	 (1972) model.as was	 m	 m10.7	 _	 g	 A.also found	 the calculations us	 the CIR
Furthermore, for a given value of F10. 7, the bulge ratio decreases with
altitude above - 200 km, reflecting the effects of exospheric transport.
Both of these qualitative l features are also found in the mass-spectrometer
data taken by the OGO-6, ESRO-4 and AE-C satellites. 	 j
f:
- However, quantitative comparison of the results of the theoretical
model with the satellite data shows considerable discrepancies, which we
attribute to the difference in the treatment of the 120 km boundary. The _ v	 5
accompanying figure (Fig. 16) shows the bulge ratio as a function of altitude
for two values of F10.7 100 (for which the ESRO-4 model is most applicable)
and 140 (for which the OGO-6 model is most applicable). Comparison of the
results of the theoretical model with the measured bulge ratios shows that the
magnitude of the bulge ratio is underestimated in the theoretical model results.
Since the 120 km level is considered to be characterized by constant He density
(i. e. , a bulge ratio of 1. 0), the bulge "ratio is artificially low at low thermospneric
altitudes. The OGO-6 model shows a bulge ratio continuing to increase with
decrees-sing altitude down to 120 km. In addition, the horizontal transport,
which is responsible for the winter heliumbulge, is forced to vanish at the 120 k
level in this model. Therefore, although the bulge ratio in the theoretical
model rises rapidly above the 120 km level, the wind field may be under-
estimated in the 120-150 km region, and is therefore incapable of transporting
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Ithe wind field may b.eunderestimated in the 120-150 kmregion, and is therefore
incapable of transporting enough He from the summer to the winter hemis-
phere to bring the theoretical and empirical models into agreement at higher
altitudes (where the measurements were made).
The difficulty arising from the placement of the boundary at 120 km
is equivalent to an incorrect specification of the He density distribution at
120 km in the theoretical; model. Although some investigators have taken
this to imply a globally-varying value of the eddy diffusion coefficient, we
feel that a correct description of the temperature and background density
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Figure Captions
Figure 1.	 Horizontal wind field at
,
 June solstice for F 10. 7 
	
140 x
10 -22 W/m 2 - Hz, K 3.
p
a,i	 95 km altitude
b. 	 118 km altitude
c.' 	 km altitude
d.1	 Z06 km altitude
e.	 263 km altitude
f.	 320 km altitude
Figure 2.	 Horizontal wind field at June solstice for F	 70 x10.7
-22	 Z10	 W/m	 Hz, K	 3.
a.;	 118 km altitude
b.1	206 km altitude
c.	 Z63 km altitude
d.	 320 km altitude
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Ii	 Figure 5.
I
Vertical distributions of He under _hydrostatic and non-
hydrostatic ("dynamic") conditions. 	 The calculations were
carried out with K = 10 7 cm? /,sec using the LIRA (1.972) model
,.
with F	 = 140 x 10 -22 w/m2 - Hz, Kp = 3.	 The hydrostatic10.7 f'
curves represent the positions of global maximum and minimump	 g
exospheric temperature, corresponding to global He maximum.
and minimum.	 The dynamic curves also correspond to global
maximum and minimum, which occur (for June solstice) at
high winter latitude and the summer pole, respectively.
e
Figure 6.g Contours of constant values of to910 (2 He ► g / cm3) at June
F
_	
-22140 x 10	 wJm	 - Hz, Kp = 3, K =solstice for F 10 7 _-
1.
j 3 x 10 6 cm2/sec. a
i a. 9 5 km altitude
b. 118 km altitude
r	 =^
c. 155 km altitude z
d. -Z06 km altitude x
e, 263 km altitude
f. 320 km altitude
a
g,j 380
 km altitude
h: 430 km altitudeI9
i. 470 km altitude
j. 490 km altitude
Figure 7. Contours of constant values of2log10 2pHe, g/cm 3) at June
solstice for-F10 7 = 140 x 10	 w/m	 - Hz, Kp = 3, K = s
6 x 106 cm2/sec.
i
3
a. 9 5 km altitude
b. 118 km altitude	 -
c. 155 km altitude
d. 206 km altitude t
s
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_-',
e. 263 km altitude
Y
f. 320 km altitude
g. 380 km altitude
h. 430 km altitude
i. 470 km altitude
j. 490 km altitude
Figure 8. Contours of constant values of log	 (p	 , g/cm 3 )10	 He at June2solstice for F10.7 = 100 w/m	 - Hz, KP = 3, K = 7	 210	 cm /sec.
a. .9 5 km altitude
b. 1118 km altitude
c. 155 km altitude
d. 206  km altitude
e. , 263 km altitude
f. 320 km altitude
g. 380 km altitude
h. 430 km altitude s	 <
i. 470 km altitude t{	 j. 490 km altitude
Figure 9. Contours of constant values of log 10 (p He ' g/cm 3 ) rat June
= 70 x 10 -2 2 w/m2 - Hz, Ksolstice for F 10. 7 3, K	 107P
cm 2 / sec.
a. 95 km altitude
b. 118 km altitude
c. 155 km altitude
d. 206 km altitude
e. 263 knm altitude
f. 320 km altitude
g. 380 km altitude-
s	 h, 430 km altitude
i. 470 km altitude
j. 490 km altitude y
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UFigure 1O . Comparison of the global ratio of maximum to minimum He
a
density at fixed altitudes as predicted by the model with
that derived from mass spectrometer data taken on various
satellites. The variation of this ratio with solar activity,
as measured by the flux at 10.7 cm in units of 10 -2 2
 w/m2 -
Hz, is shown.
,a
Figure 11. Vertical distributions of A under hydrostatic and non-
hydrostatic ("dynamic") conditions. The calculations were
	 a
carried out with K = 10 7 cm2 /sec using the CIRA (1972)
,
model with 
F10.7 = 100 x 10 -22 w/m2 - Hz, K =3. Thephydrostatic curves represent the positions of maximum and
minimum -exospheric temperature, corresponding to globalI	 ;
A maximum and minimum. The dynamic curves also correspond
to global maximum and minimum.
4.
^ 	 3
Figure 12. Contours of constant values of log 10 (A, g/cm) at June
1	 solstice for F
	
= 100 x 10-22
 w/m2
 - Hz, KP = 3, K =
10.7
10 7 cm2/sec.
a..95 km altitude
b. 155 km altitude
_c, 206 km altitude
d. 263 km altitude
N e. 320 km altitude
f. 430 km altitude
Figure 13. Bates and Jacchia (LIRA, 1972) vertical temperature profiles
for two values of the exosphe ric temperature Tc..
I r
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a
I-T
Figure 14. Contours of 0 concentration (in units of 10 11 /cm 3 at
120 km from the extrapolation of the OGO-6 model values
with Jacchia temperature profiles (a) June solstice (b)
September equinox.
Figure 15. C oI ntours of the N concentration (in units of 10 11 /cm32
at 120 km from the extrapolation of the OGO-6 model values
with Jacchia temperature profiles (a) June solstice (b)
September equinox.
Figure 16. Comparison of the global ratio of maximum to minimum
He density as a function of altitude as predicted by the
theoretical model (using the OGO-6 rhodel to specify
background gas characteristics) and as measured by
satellite-borne mass spectrometers. The variation of this
ratio with solar activity, as measured by the flux at
10. 7 cm in units of 10 22 W/M2 - Hz, is shown.
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